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Use GKB Editor to Inspect the
Pathway Tools Ontology

GKB Editor = Generic Knowledge Base Editor
Type in Navigator window:   (GKB)        or
[Right-Click]  Edit->Ontology Editor

View->Browse Class Hierarchy
[Middle-Click] to expand hierarchy
To view classes or instances, select them and:

Frame -> List Frame Contents
Frame -> Edit Frame
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Slots 
Describe an attribute or a property of the object that the frame
represents.

Slots valid in only a particular set of classes

Slots valid in multiple classes
Common-Name

– Primary name by which an on object is known
Synonyms

– Names by which one may attempt to retrieve this object
Names

– Values combined from all other name related slots
Comment

– Stores the general comment about the object
Citations

– Lists general citations pertaining to the object.
Database links

– Links to variety of other databases
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Compounds
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Compounds

Very few things come from within the compound 
editor

MW, formula calculated from edited structure

Most traits defined in other editors
“In pathway reactions” comes from reaction editing followed 
by pathway editing
activator, etc come from the enzymatic reaction editor
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-- Instance TRP ---
Types:  |Amino-Acid|, |Aromatic-Amino-Acids|, |Non-polar-amino-acids|

APPEARS-IN-LEFT-SIDE-OF: RXN0-287, TRANS-RXN-76, TRYPTOPHAN-RXN, 
TRYPTOPHAN--TRNA-LIGASE-RXN

APPEARS-IN-RIGHT-SIDE-OF: RXN0-2382, RXN0-301, TRANS-RXN-76, TRYPSYN-RXN

CHEMICAL-FORMULA: (C 11), (H 12), (N 2), (O 2)

COMMON-NAME: "L-tryptophan"

DBLINKS: (LIGAND-CPD "C00078" NIL |kaipa| 3311532640 NIL NIL), 
(CAS "6912-86-3"), (CAS "73-22-3")

NAMES: "L-tryptophan", "W", "tryptacin", "trofan", "trp", "tryptophan", 
"2-amino-3-indolylpropanic acid"

SMILES: "c1(c(CC(N)C(=O)O)c2(c([nH]1)cccc2))"

SYNONYMS: "W", "tryptacin", "trofan", "trp", "tryptophan", 
"2-amino-3-indolylpropanic acid"

____________________________________________
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Where is diphosphate in the ontology?
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Semantic Inference Layer

Reactions-of-compound (cpd)
Pathways-of-compound (cpd)
is-substrate-an-autocatalytic-enzyme-p (cpd) 
Activated/inhibited by? (cpds slots)

Returns a list of enzrxns for which a cpd in cpds is a 
modulator (example slots: activators-all, activators-allosteric)

All-substrates (rxns)
All unique substrates specified in the given rxns

Has-structure-p? (cpd)
Obtain-cpd-stats

Returns two values:
Length of :all-cpds, cpds with structures
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Miscellaneous things….

History List
Back/Forward and History buttons
Default list is 50 items

Show frame
(print-frame ‘frame)
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Queries with Multiple Answers

Navigator queries:
Example: Substring search for “pyruvate”
Selected list is placed on the Answer list
Use “Next Answer” button to view each one of them

Lisp queries:

Example : Find reactions involving pyruvate as  a substrate

(get-class-all-instances ‘|Compounds|)

(loop for rxn in (get-class-all-instances ‘|Reactions|)
when (member ‘pyruvate (get-slot-values rxn ‘substrates)

collect rxn)
(replace-answer-list   * )
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Gene Reaction Schematic
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Proteins
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Proteins and Protein Complexes

Polypeptide: the monomer protein product of a 
given (may have multiple isoforms, as indicated at 
gene level)

Protein complex: proteins consisting of multiple 
polypeptides or protein complexes

Example: DNA pol III
DnaE is a polypeptide
pol III core is DnaE and two other polypeptides
pol III holoenzymes is several protein complexes combined
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Where is DnaE in the ontology?  
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Where is pol III in the ontology?
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Features of a protein at the frame level (DnaE)

catalyzes
Is it an activator/reactant/etc?
comments
component-of
dblinks
features (edited in feature editor)

Many other features possible
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A complex at the frame level (pol III)

Same features as polypeptide frame, different use

comment
component-of and components

note coefficients
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Protein complex relationships
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Protein complex relationships
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Relationships are defined in many places

component-of comes from creating a complex

appears-in-left-side-of comes from defining a 
reaction (as do modified forms)

inhibitor-of comes from an enzymatic reaction

can only edit dna-footprint if protein has been 
associated with a TU
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Semantic Inference Layer

Reactions-of-protein (pro)
Returns a list of rxns this protein catalyzes

Transcription-units-of-proteins(pro)
Returns a list of TU’s activated/inhibited by the given protein

transporter? (pro)
Is this protein a transporter

Polypeptide-or-homomultimer?
Is this protein a transcription factor? (pro)
Obtain-protein-stats

Returns 5 values
Length of : all-polypeptides, complexes, transporters, enzymes, etc…
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Sample
Find all enzymes that use pyridoxal phosphate as 
a cofactor or prosthetic group

(loop for protein in (get-class-all-instances ‘|Proteins|)
For enzrxn = (get-slot-value protein ‘enzymatic-reaction)
when (and enzrxn

(or (member-slot-value-p enzrxn ‘cofactors ‘pyridoxal_phosphate)
(member-slot-value-p enzrxn ‘prosthetic-groups 

‘pyridoxal_phosphate))
collect protein)

(member-slot-value-p frame slot value) : T if Value is one of the values of 
Slot of Frame. 
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Sample
Find all proteins without 
a comment anywhere
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Reactions
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Enzymatic reactions (DnaE and 2.7.7.7)

A necessary bridge between enzymes and 
“generic” versions of reactions
Carries specific reaction features:

activators
inhibitors
cofactors
alternative substrates

Frame generated when protein associated with 
reaction (protein or reaction editor)
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Reactions

Represent the “generic” form of the reaction

Connected to proteins via enzymatic reaction 
frames

Classified with EC system when possible

Example: 2.7.7.7 – DNA-directed DNA 
polymerization

Carried out by five enzymes in E. coli
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Where is 2.7.7.7 in the ontology?
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Features of a reaction at the frame level

balance-state
ec-number
enzymatic-reaction

Generated in protein or reaction editor
in-pathway

Generated in pathway editor
left and right-side compounds

Can make modified forms of proteins, RNAs, etc here
Not all reactants/products need to be frames
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Reaction relationships
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Semantic Inference Layer

Genes-of-reaction (rxn)
Substrates-of-reaction (rxn)
Enzymes-of-reaction (rxn)
Lacking-ec-number (organism)

Returns list of rxns with no ec numbers in that database
Get-reaction-direction-in-pathway (pwy rxn)
Reaction type? (rxn)

Small molecule rxn, transport rxn, protein-small-molecule rxn (one substrate is protein and 
one is a small molecule), protein rxn (all substrates are proteins), etc.

(all-rxns :type)
Specify the type of reaction (see above for type)

Obtain-rxn-stats
Returns six values

Length of : all-rxns, transport, non-transport, etc…
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Orphan reactions in an organism:

(defun orphan-reactions (&optional (verbose? t))

(loop for r in (all-rxns :small-molecule)
when (and (not (slot-has-value-p r 'enzymatic-reaction))

(not (get-slot-value r 'spontaneous?)))
collect r) 

)
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RNAs
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RNAs

Currently only represent RNAs that are the 
“terminal gene product”

tRNAs
rRNAs
miscellaneous small RNAs

Frame features similar to proteins

tRNAs can have an anticodon
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The RNA ontology is simple (right now)
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